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Climate and Us

Chapter 1

When astronauts look at the Earth from
the outer space, it appears like a blue and
white ball of marble. But thousands of years
ago, before rockets and space shuttles were
invented, it was impossible to know what
the world looked like.
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Teacher’s Aid: Use a
globe in the class to
demonstrate different
features of
the globe.

The Globe

E

Starter Question: Have
you ever wondered why
does earth and sky seem
to meeting each other
at the horizon?
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The ancient people had no way of flying.
So they could only look around and try
to guess the shape of the world. In most
places, the ground below their feet was
more or less flat, so they guessed the
whole world to be flat. It was only after
Ferdinand Magellan went around the
Earth that the Earth’s actual shape was
known.
The Earth is our home planet. It is madeup of land and water. It is round like an
orange in shape and very large in size.

Ferdinand Magellan

The Earth moves on a fixed path called orbit, around the Sun. This
motion is called revolution. Alongside, it also rotates on its axis. The
axis is an imaginary line that passes through the centre of the Earth
and its poles. Rotation of the Earth results in the occurrence of day and
night. Revolution of the Earth causes change of seasons.
What is a Globe?
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Earth is so big that we cannot properly scale it, so we take the help of a
globe.
Discover—5

A globe is the model of the Earth. Like
the Earth, a globe is also a round in
shape. It is flattened at its poles just
the way the Earth is. A rod passes
through the two points of the globe.
This represents the axis of the Earth on
which the Earth revolves.

DID YOU KNOW?
The globe is about 40 million times
smaller than the real size of the Earth.
The German cartographer Martin
Behaim completed the first globe in
1490 and 1492.
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Many globes also show countries and
major cities and towns. You can easily scale
the distances between various places on
the Earth using a globe.
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A globe shows physical features of the Earth
like oceans, seas, mountains, continents,
and boundaries of various countries and
their actual shape and position on the Earth.

Nowadays, globes are made of various
materials such as plastic, fibreglass and
wood.
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Latitudes and Longitudes

A Globe

If you look at a globe closely, you will notice many lines on it crisscrossing each other. These lines, which are clearly marked on a globe
are imaginary lines, called lines of latitude and longitude.
Lines of latitude are circles that run horizontally from west to east,
on the globe. These lines never meet each other hence, they are also
called parallels of latitude.
Lines of longitude are half circles that run vertically from north to south
on the globe. They are also called meridians. When a line of longitude
comes directly under the Sun, it is midday at all the places on that
meridian.
Lines of latitude and longitude are marked with degrees. This helps us
to locate different places on the globe.
The Equator runs around the middle of the globe, dividing the Earth
Discover—5
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into two equal parts—the Northern Hemisphere and the
Southern Hemisphere. It stands at 0° latitude. The equator
is the longest line of latitude. As you keep moving away
from the equator towards the poles, the lines of latitude
become smaller till they close-up like points at the poles.

Why are the
North and South
Poles called the
reference
points?

There are 180 degrees of latitudes in all, one for each
degree; 90 degrees latitudes lie to the north of the
Equator. These lines of latitude are labelled N for north;
90 degrees latitudes lie to the south of the Equator.
These lines of latitude are labelled S for south. The line
of equator is also added to make it 180 degrees latitudes.

Point located at
40˚ N, 30˚W
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Here are some other important
lines of latitude.
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The latitude of the North Pole is labelled 90° N. The latitude of the
South Pole is labelled 90° S.
North
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23 ½° N is the Tropic of Cancer.
23 ½° S is the Tropic of Capricorn.
66 ½° N is the Arctic Circle.
66 ½° S is the Antarctic Circle.
There are 360 meridians in all, one
for each degree.

The Prime Meridian is a line that
runs through Greenwich, a place
in London, England. It is at 0°
longitude and is the starting point
for measuring lines of longitude.
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Globe showing latitudes
and longitudes

The lines of longitude to the left of the Prime Meridian are labelled
W, for west. The lines to the right of the Prime meridian are labelled
E, for east. There are in total 360° longitude; 180° to the east of prime
meridian and 180° to the west of prime meridian.
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The Grids
You have read earlier in this chapter that the lines of latitude and
longitude are marked by degrees.
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Latitudes and longitudes criss-cross each other at 90°, forming squares
called grids. Any place in the world can be located accurately at these
points, where the lines of longitude and latitude intersect.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of using a Globe
The globe has the following advantages:
• A globe helps us in studying formation of seasons.
• A globe helps pilots and sailors plan air and sea routes.
• A globe helps us to understand the occurrence of day and night.
• It helps us in studying about the earth.
The globe has the following disadvantages:
• Globes are big in size, and sometimes difficult to carry.
• We cannot see all the countries on the globe at one glance. To do so,
we have to rotate the globe.
• Globes do not contain all information about a place.
• It is difficult to locate small areas, cities and towns on the globe.
• Information cannot be preserved on the globe.

Points to Remember
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ancient people thought that the world was flat.
A globe is a small model of the Earth.
The globe shows the oceans, seas, continents, countries, etc.
A rod passes through the globe representing the Earth’s axis.
Lines of latitude are circles that run horizontally on the globe, while the
lines of longitude are half circles that run vertically on the globe.
6. The equator runs around the middle of the globe. It stands at 0° latitude.
7. The Prime Meridian runs through Greenwich, a place in London, England. It
is at 0° longitude.
8. Latitudes and longitudes criss-cross each other forming square shapes
called grids.
9. The globe helps us to study Geography, to plan air and sea routes and to
understand the occurrence of day and night.
10. The disadvantages of the globe are that it is big and bulky to carry around,
it does not show the entire Earth at one glance and information cannot be
preserved on it.
Discover—5
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EXERCISES
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A. Choose the correct option. (MCQs)
1. Rotation of the Earth results in
		a. seasons b. orbit
c. day and night
d. none of the above
2. Circles that run horizontally towards east and west are known as
		a. parallels b. meridians
c. axes
d. grids
3. Latitude of North Pole is labelled as
		a. 180° N
b. 360° N
c. 150° N
d. 90° N
4. How many latitudes are there in total?
		a. 90
b. 180
c. 360
d. 45
5. Which is the longest line of all latitudes?
		a. Equator b. Tropic of Cancer c. Tropic of Capricorn d. Axis
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B. Fill in the blanks.
1. ......................... proved that the Earth is round.
2. The ......................... is a small image of our planet.
3. Globes are made of various materials such as ........................., .........................
		and .......................... .
4. Lines of ......................... are circles that run horizontally on the globe.
5. The ......................... is the longest line of latitude.
6. Latitudes and longitudes criss-cross to form squares called ......................... .
7. A globe helps ......................... and ......................... to plan air and sea routes.
C. Match the following:
1. Hemisphere
2. Globe’s rod
3. 90° N
4. Longitudes
5. Lines of latitude
6. Prime Meridian

Greenwich
Meridians
North Pole
Axis
One-half of the Earth
180

D. Choose the correct answer.
1. The orbit/axis is an imaginary line that passes through the centre of the Earth.
2. Rotation of the Earth results in the occurrence of seasons/day and night.
6
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3.
4.
5.
6.

The latitude of the South Pole is labelled 90° S/90° N.
Globes are heavy/light.
We cannot/can see the whole Earth on the globe in one glance.
Information cannot/can be preserved on the globe.

E. Answer the following questions.
1. What is the equator?
2. Why do we use a globe?
3. What causes day and night on Earth?
4. Why are the lines of latitude called parallels of latitudes?

E

5. Why are the lines of longitude called meridians?

6. Name some important lines of latitude and longitude and their degrees.
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7. What is the importance of the Prime Meridian?

F. Activity
Do the ball and torch experiment to understand the occurrence of day and night on
the globe.
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G. Map Work
Locate India’s neighbours on the globe and write their latitudinal and longitudinal
extend.
H. Research
Find out the location of the following places, in terms of latitude and longitude: Los
Angeles, Chicago, Tokyo, Amsterdam, Hong Kong and Brazil.

On a map of India, mark the latitudinal and longitudinal and extent of your
state you live in.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/map
http://www.mapsofworld.com/world_maps/world_map_for_kids.html
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Chapter 2

Maps

Starter Question: If we
cannot use globe for
detailed study of the earth
than how can we study
earth in detail?
Teacher’s Aid: Use an atlas
in the class to show the
different types
of maps.
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In the previous chapter, you have read
about the globe. You know how useful it
can be and also know its disadvantages. To
overcome the disadvantages of a globe, we
use a map.
A map is a drawing of the whole Earth or a place in it on a flat piece of
paper. Maps can be made in different sizes. We can make maps of the
whole world, a country, a city or a village.
A person who makes maps as a
profession is called a cartographer.
A book or a collection of maps is called an
DID YOU KNOW?
atlas. The maps in an atlas tell us about
The first maps were made on clay
the political boundaries of countries, the
tablets in 2300 BC.
physical features, vegetation, climate
and natural resources of various regions
of the world.
How a Map is Useful
A map is useful to us in the following ways:
1. It provides a clear picture of the Earth.
2. It can be easily carried around, in
bags and pockets, as it can be rolled
or folded.
3. Maps are of different types. Each
type of map contains a different type
of information.
4. We can preserve information in maps.
In spite of the usefulness of a map, we
must not forget that it also has some A cartographer making a map
8
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disadvantages. An obvious
disadvantage of a map is that
unlike a globe, a map does not
DID YOU KNOW?
show the exact shape of the
One of the oldest maps which dates back to 6000
continents and oceans.
BC is painted on a wall located in Anatolia, Turkey.
Types of Maps
There are many types of maps.
Physical maps show us the physical features of an area. The landforms
and the water bodies can be clearly seen on these maps. Land is shown
in green for lower elevations and orange or brown to show higher
elevations and water in blue colour on physical maps.
Political maps show boundaries of the countries, states etc. A capital
city is marked with a dot or a dot within a circle.
Thematic maps show details of different themes. Say, for example,
there are maps that show the amount of rainfall that the world or a
particular country receives. In this way different thematic maps show
the distribution of soil, crops, temperature, forest, etc.
Climate maps provide
information about the
climate, rain and snow
in a region. See climatic
map given here.
Economic or resource
maps show the type
of natural resources or
economic activity that is
predominant in an area.
Topographic maps include
contour lines to show the
elevation of an area.
Road maps show the
highways, roads, railway
tracks, airports and cities.
We use road maps to find
our way in a new city or
town.
INDIA
Rainfall Distribution

Climate (rainfall) map of India
Discover—5
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Reading a Map
Maps are a storehouse
of information. But to
understand the details of
the map, one should know
the essentials of the map.
These essential are the
symbols and signs used
on the map to explain any
feature. Let us learn about
these essentials.
B A Y OF BENGAL
1. Direction — There are
four important directionsNorth, South, East and
West. These are also called
the cardinal directions.
Directions helps in
explaining the location of
a place on the map. It is
O C E A N
I N D I A N
shown on the map with
Directions on a map
the help of an arrow
which always points to the north. Based on this one direction we can
make out the other three cardinal directions.
If you look at the map of India shown here, you will notice that the
Indian Ocean is to its South, the Bay of Bengal is to its East and the
Arabian Sea is to its West.
The northern part of India has the highest mountain
range in the world. Can you name it.
Besides the cardinal directions, there are also four
sub-directions. These are the north-west, north-east,
south-west and south-east. These sub-directions lie in
between the four main cardinal directions.
A compass rose
A compass rose is an instrument that helps us to find
directions. Its needle always points towards the north.
2. Scale — When we draw map of a region it is impossible to copy the
earth surface on to the sheet as it is because the earth is vast and our
sheet of paper is small. So we use a scale to draw the map. Scale is the
ratio between the map distance and the ground distance. For example,
10
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if we have to show a 2 km area on a map. We can choose a scale like
1 cm on map =1 km on ground and so 2 cm on map = 2 km on ground.
This makes drawing of maps easy. It is shown on the map in the form of
line bar on a graphic scale.
3. Conventional Symbols — There are various features on the map which
are shown on map using certain symbols. Most of these conventional
symbols are very easy to learn and they make using a map much easier
and more clear. Following are the example of some of the symbols used
on the map:-

Railway
Selement
Hospital

PO

PL

Post office

E

Road

SA
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The physical features on the map are mostly shown
using colours. Like mountains are shown using
brown colours, rivers with blue colours, forests with
green etc.
All maps have an index key or a map legend. This
key helps us to understand what the symbols and
signs stand for. A sketch is a rough drawing of a small
area showing only landmarks to help us to locate a
place, without correct measures or symbols.

Why are water
bodies shown in
blue colour and
vegetation in
green on maps?

Points to Remember
1.
2.
3.
4.

A map is a drawing of the whole Earth or a place on it on a flat piece of paper.
A person who makes maps as a profession is called a cartographer.
A book or a collection of maps is called an atlas.
Physical maps, political maps, climate maps and thematic maps are the different
types of maps.
5. Directions, scales, colours, signs and symbols help us to read maps.
Discover—5
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EXERCISES

c. line bar

PL

		a. conventional symbol b. index key

E

A. Choose the correct option. (MCQs)
1. What does a cartographer make?
		a. Atlas
b. Maps
c. Globes
d. Scale
2. Which part of India has the highest mountain range?
		a. Southern
b. Western
c. Northern
d. Eastern
3. The needle of a compass rose always points towards which direction?
		a. North
b. South
c. East
d. West
4. The map of Karnataka will be a
		a. small scale map
b. large scale map c. thematic map d. resource map
5. The key that helps us to understand what the symbols and signs stands for is called
d. graphic scale

B. Choose the correct answer.
1. A book or a collection of maps is called an encyclopedia/atlas.
2. Topographic map includes contour lines/economic activities.
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3. A compass rose is an instrument that helps us to find the scale/direction.
4. The mountains and hills are in shades of green/brown colour.
5. A circle within a circle marks capital cities/states.
C. Write True or False.
1. A person who makes maps as a profession is called a meteorologist.
2. We can preserve various information in maps.
3. Road maps show the natural resources or economic activities of an area.
4. The Arabian Sea is to the east of India.

5. Railway tracks are shown with blue lines.
D. Complete these statements.
1. A map is a .......................................................................................................... .
2. A political map shows ..................................................................................... .
3. The four main directions are .............................................................................. .
4. The main colours used on a map are ................................................................. .
5. The index key helps us to ................................................................................... .
12
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E. Answer the following questions.
1. What is the main disadvantage of using a map?
2. List any four advantages of using maps.
3. Name a few thematic maps.
4. Find out the distance between Delhi-Lucknow, Mumbai-Pune and Ooty-			
		Chennai, with the help of scale of a map.
5. Note down any six conventional symbols used in a map.
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F. Research
Look at a world map and write the height of the following mountain peaks.
a. Mount Elbert (Colorado)
......................................................
b. Mount Kilimanjaro (Tanzania) ......................................................
c. Mount Cook (New Zealand) ......................................................
d. Mount Olympus (Greece)
......................................................
e. Mount Rainier (Washington) ......................................................
f. Mount Cotopaxi (Ecuador)
......................................................
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G. Research and Project
	Find out the names of any two states of India in each of the four cardinal directions.
Write a few lines about each state. Collect pictures and paste them with the description.
H. Chart
On a chart show and write down the names of things that lie in the four directions
of your classroom.
Suppose you are visiting your uncle who lives in a town long distant from your
hometown; you are only given a sketch with directions marked on it. When you
reach there by train and come out of the station, you are very happy seeing
the beautiful sight, what will you do to reach uncle’s house.

http://http://www.mapsofIndia.com
http://mapsmyindia.com
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Chapter 3

Climate
and Us

Starter Question: Have you
ever been to a hill station?
How is the climate there?
Teacher’s Aid: Use a wall
map to mark the different
climatic regions of the
world. Give names of
countries that are located in
those regions alongside.
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All days in a year are not same. You
will experience scorching heat in a
mid-summer day while the biting cold
winds in the winters will make you sit near the fireplace and sip a cup of
coffee or tea. The monsoon will bring heavy downpour and drench you
on your way back from school, if you forget your umbrella or raincoat.
Some days of the year are really pleasant and calm. You would love to
go on picnics and enjoy the weather on such days. The atmosphere
surrounding the Earth is constantly changing and with it our daily routine
also changes.

AT L A N T I C

PA C I F I C
OCEAN
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Weather and Climate
The condition of the atmosphere at a particular time and place is called the
Weather. These conditions include temperature, rainfall and humidity.
Climate is the average weather condition that persists over a long
period of time in a place. While weather can change from day to day,
climate remains the same over a long period of time. Weather events
are recorded and predicted by meteorologists worldwide every day. This
they do with the help of satellites.
Both weather and climate affect our ways of life. They affect our clothing,
food, transportation and housing. Say, for example, the climate in Jammu
and Kashmir is very cold, so the people over there wear warm clothes.
Changes in climate also lead to changes in seasons. In India, we have
five seasons—summer, monsoon, winter, spring and autumn.
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Factors that Influence Climate
There are many factors that influence the climate of a region. Perhaps
it is hot, dry and sunny today where you live, but in other parts of the
world it might be cloudy, raining or even snowing! Why is there such a
vast difference in the climatic conditions in different parts of the world?
Let us explore the different factors that affect the climate of a region.
1. Latitude and angle of the Sun’s rays
The Earth is spherical in shape and circles the Sun. Moreover, the
Earth is tilted on its axis. The Sun’s
rays, hence, do not fall evenly all over
the Earth. The Equator being nearer
to the Sun receives direct sunlight.
Therefore, these regions have a hot
and wet climate throughout the year.
The Sun’s rays fall with a slant on the
Polar regions that are situated away
from the Sun. Hence, these regions
have a cold and freezing climate.
Based on these facts, the Earth is
divided into three climatic zones.
The Torrid Zone is the region that
lies closest to the Equator. This zone
A globe showing various zones of
the Earth
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includes the area that lies between Tropic of Cancer in the Northern
Hemisphere and the Tropic of Capricorn in the Southern Hemisphere. All
the regions that fall in this zone have a hot and wet tropical climate.
The Temperate Zone is the region, which lies between the Tropic of Cancer
and the Arctic Circle in the Northern Hemisphere and the Tropic of Capricorn
and the Antarctic Circle in the Southern Hemisphere. The regions of this zone
generally have severe winters and scanty rainfall barring those places near
the ocean.
The Frigid Zone is the region that lies between the Arctic Circle and the
North Pole and the Antarctic Circle and the South Pole. These regions
are also called the Polar region or Tundra region. The Polar regions
experience the greatest variation with long periods of limited or no
sunlight in winter and up to 24 hours of daylight in summer.
2. Distance from the sea
The regions close to the sea have a moderate climate, whereas inland
regions have an extreme climate with hot summers and cold winters.
Land heats up faster than water.
Hot air over the land rises up
and the cool air from the sea
DID YOU KNOW?
takes its place. Coastal areas,
Bengaluru is cooler than Chennai although both
thus, enjoy refreshing breeze in
the cities are at an equal distance from the
summer, when cooler ocean air
equator. The reason is Bengaluru is at 550 metres
moves ashore.
above sea level while Chennai is at sea level.
This is the reason why Delhi,
which is located much away from
any sea, has an extreme climate and
Mumbai, which is located on the
Western Coast of India, has a moderate
climate.
3. Height above sea level
Height above sea level is referred to as
altitude. As we go higher from the sea
level the temperature decreases. This
A snow-covered hill station
explains why most mountain peaks are
covered with snow, during winters. This is also why people go to hill
stations like Ooty and Shimla in summers. Even in summers, the climate
on the mountains and hills is cool.
16
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4. Wind
Wind is caused by the
uneven heating of the
atmosphere. Hot air
rises yielding place
to cooler air from the
surrounding
places.
This causes wind to
blow
from
cooler
regions towards the
hot regions making the
hot regions also cool.
Likewise, when the
winds blow from a hot
region towards a cool

Land and sea breeze
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region, they make the cool region warm.
Winds that blow across the sea are cool and laden with water vapour.
These moist winds cause rain on the coastal regions. Sometimes, winds
also blow away rain-bearing clouds that would have caused rainfall. Ask
your teacher to tell you more about monsoon in India.
5. Humidity
At times, during a hot summer day, you sweat a lot. This
happens because the atmosphere has a lot of water vapour
in it and we say the humidity is high. Humidity refers to
the amount of moisture or water vapour present in the
How does the
atmosphere. Humidity causes rainfall. Coastal regions are
humidity of a
always more humid than inland regions because wind
region of a
blowing over the sea collects a lot of moisture in it. This region affect its
explains why Kolkata is more humid than Delhi.
weather?

Points to Remember
1. The condition of the atmosphere at a particular time and place is called
the weather.
2. Climate is the average weather condition that persists over a long period
of time at a particular place.
3. Some of the factors that affect the climate are latitude and angle of the
Sun’s rays, distance from the sea, altitude, wind and humidity.
Discover—5
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EXERCISES

B. Fill in the blanks.
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A. Choose the correct option. (MCQs)
1. The condition of atmosphere at a particular time and place is called
		a. weather
b. season
c. wind
d. humidity
2. The region that lies between the Arctic Circle and the North Pole is the
		a. torrid zone b. temperate zone c. frigid zone
d. none of the above
3. What type of climate does Greenland have?
		a. Hot and wet b. Cool and dry
c. Mediterranean d. Very cold
4. The Earth is tilted on its
		a. orbit
b. axis
c. equator
d. meridian
5. ...................... is the average weather condition that persists over a long period
		of time in a place.
		a. Season
b. Wind
c. Climate
d. Humidity
1. ...................... can change from day to day.
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2. Land heats up ...................... than water.

3. The Sun’s rays fall directly on the areas situated near the ..................... .
4. All the regions that fall in ...................... zone have a tropical climate.
5. Humidity causes ...................... .

C. Give reasons.
1. Regions near the equator have a hot climate.
2. Ooty has a cool climate even in hot summers.
3. Mumbai has a moderate climate.
4. Sometimes, you sweat a lot.
D. Answer the following questions.
1. What is the difference between weather and climate?
2. Explain the three climatic zones of the Earth.
3. How does altitude affect the climate of a region?
4. Explain how wind causes changes in the climate of a region.
18
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E. Project Work
• Find out the climate in any 10 states of India. In a political map of India, mark with
the given colour code.
• Hot and dry climate-yellow
• Cold climate-blue
• Wet and humid climate-green

E

If you are visiting a coastal area and the meteorological department issues a
warning of a cyclone, what precautions will you take?
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http://www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-climate.html
http://www.kidsgeo.com
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